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IL MELARANCIO
OBJECTIVE:
PROMOTING CULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HERITAGE
ACTORS = PROFESSIONALS

PUBLIC = INDIVIDUALS

THE THEATRE
Community development in Italian and French territory:

- 325 associations
- 55 municipalities
- 5 universities
THE PROCESS OF CULTURAL EMPOWERMENT

Mapping & networking
Capacity building
Community event
Redesign & evaluation

Active participation
Cultural & social learning
Social impact
Change & sustainability
140 chilometri in 9 giorni
140 kilomètres en 9 jours
TWO-YEAR HIGHER EDUCATION COURSES FOR 30 YOUNG PEOPLE who learn cultural project design skills
TWO MAJOR SUMMER THEATRE EVENTS that involve 120 young people from the area
SHARING KNOWLEDGE BETWEEN COMMUNITIES, LOCAL INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESSES useful for territorial governance and for those who live or visit the region